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                        Bhaiya , Very happy to connect with you - I used to sit in the right side which had seating
                          of only 2-3 students in ur old centre .You were the best mentor and teacher i had in my life
                          and i really enjoyed every minute of your classes - Infact even now sometimes i watch your
                          youtube classes for Ind As . I remember you passion towards equities and i am passionate too .
                          Currently i am into kotak wealth Advisory in Mumbai focussed into equities .

                        
                      

                       Gaurav Agarwal [image: ]

                    

                    
                      
                        Thank You Sir for connecting.

                          I am one of your students

                          Thank You for all what you did to groom us.

                          I am lucky that I got teacher like you who made the subject so easy.

                          Thank You again Sir

                          Take Care Sir

                        
                      

                       Piyush Agarwal  [image: ]

                    

                    
                      
                         Hello Sudarshan Bhaiya ... How are you. Its been long when we took your classes in
                          2005-2006. Really happy to see you here on Linkedin.

                        
                      

                       Hansraj Agarwal  [image: ]

                    

                  

                  
                    
                      
                        Aankhein khuli ho ya ho band, deedar unhi ka hota hai, sir yeh toh batayein ki yeh pyaar
                          kaise hota hai...Sir, owe so much to you for your guidance and mentoring. Thanks Guruji for
                          all you have done for us.

                        
                      

                       Saurabh Agrawal [image: ]

                    

                    
                      
                        Hi bhaiya, thanks for accepting my connection request. I want to thank you for making a
                          contribution in my career. You will not remember but you gave me a discount of ?2000/- in CA
                          final tuition fees in 2005 when I didn't have enough money to pay for. You did that at a time
                          when your classes were alredy fully booked for the next batch. You made a positive impact on
                          my life and career. God bless you!

                        
                      

                       Manish Chandgothia [image: ]

                    

                    
                      
                        Hello Sir Hope you are doing well. I am an engineering graduate with post graduation in
                          management, currently employed with a rating agency. I am here to seek your guidance in
                          improving my skills in accounting and finance. Kindly let me know if I could get in touch with
                          you over phone or email. Thanks

                        
                      

                       Soumyajit Sarkar [image: ]

                    

                  


                  
                    
                      
                         Thank you very much for accepting the request Sir. I still remember the days when I used to
                          go to your classes during the intermediate and final examination. I really feel myself
                          fortunate that I had been able to acquire knowledge from a person who is so humble and gives
                          utmost respect to his students. I wish you always remain an active trainer and mentor to CA
                          students to shape their future. 

                        
                      

                       Nesarul Mustafa  [image: ]

                    

                    
                      
                         Hi Sir, hope you were doing well. I had studied under you for my CA IPCC and CA Finals in
                          2012 and 2014-15. And while I wasn't the brightest student in your class, you were responsible
                          for making me love accounts the way I did and end up scoring 80+ in both inter and finals and
                          clear my exams at the first attempts. I never got in touch before because I wasn't sure if you
                          might know me/remember me.. if it helps you remember, I was in Neeraj's and Saquib's batch...
                          Anyway, enough of me going on about the past, I just hope you and your family is in good
                          health and Thank You so much Sir, for everything :) 

                        
                      

                       Vargab Mukherjee  [image: ]

                    

                    
                      
                         Hello Sir, my name is Rishi and I have been ur student for CA Final Virtual Class at Girish
                          Park. I wanted to let u know that it was an amazing experience which I had during the course,
                          although I couldn't clear my CA Finals, but I have thoroughly enjoyed ur FR class. I am really
                          glad that we could connect through LinkedIn. 

                        
                      

                       Rishi Sahal  [image: ]

                    

                  

                  
                    
                      
                         I have recently gone through your lectures & I would really thank you for being my
                          mentor...You are a role-model for marwari guy belonging to countryside of odisha and have made
                          us believe that with our hard work, we can also make wonders like u...I would really love to
                          have connection with you. 

                        
                      

                       Nitesh Agarwal  [image: ]

                    

                    
                      
                         Hello Sir, I have been your student for both ca inter and final Now I am in the private
                          banking team of Icici . I was thinking of chatting with you ,so can we do a zoom call or can
                          chat with you over phone. 

                        
                      

                       Anupam Sharma  [image: ]

                    

                    
                      
                         Good Morning Sudarshan Sir! Thank you so much for sharing the short clippings of videos that
                          you share on LinkedIn. It's undoubtedly full of knowledge and makes concepts very clear. I am
                          also a very avid fan of your teachings sir. I was facing a lot of hardships while doing Ind AS
                          109, 32 but just because of your YouTube lectures on the topic Financial Instruments, now i
                          have gained confidence in doing sums of financial instruments Thank you so much for all the
                          help and selfless efforts that you put for the students. 

                        
                      

                       Ayush Rana  [image: ]

                    

                  


                  
                    
                      
                         He made Accountancy so easy that i used to think - - this content should have been part of
                          our higher secondary/graduation course - accountancy is so easy, i could have studied myself
                          and saved the fees paid😜. Thank God, i didn't tried it else my CA certificate would
                          have shifted by an year. You dont teach students but understand what they want. Thanks Bhaiya,
                          Sujit Sethia 

                        
                      

                       sujit sethia, FINAL, Financial Reporting-, 2005  

                    

                    
                      
                         Sudarshan Bhaiya is a prime example of how learning can be fun. Apart from THE BEST teacher
                          he is also a great Human Being.Thank you Bhaiya for you guidances. 

                        
                      

                       Aradhana Jain, FINAL, Financial Reporting-, 2011 

                    

                    
                      
                         I really admire the method of teaching of sir which not only clears concepts from the basic
                          level but it brings out best from student in terms of understanding the subject. Coming from
                          science background & learning ABCD of accounting from IPCC level till securing AIR rank 43 and
                          that too in the most difficult term of Nov 2013 was all due to exhaustive & innovative study
                          method of Sir. I always say he is the gem of accounting subject. 

                        
                      

                       CA Sangram Keshari Das, FINAL, Financial Reporting-65, Rank -43,
                          2013  

                    

                  

                  
                    
                      
                         very good communication skill I only want to say Nothing like any thing..... 

                        
                      

                       MD ABDUL HAKIM, FINAL, Financial Reporting-, 2015  

                    

                    
                      
                         Sir, you are the best teacher I know..you make accountancy so easy and the best part about
                          you is that you teach every aspect from the root to the top.. Your FM classes are so fun..your
                          real life examples and the "entertainment" u give..all seems like watching a movie and yet
                          learning a tonne of things..Glad to be one of your "MUNNAS" 

                        
                      

                       Viresh Thacker, IPCC, Accounting-, Advanced Accounting-,
                          Financial Management-, 2015  

                    

                    
                      
                         Really great sir ... your method of coaching is great...God of Accounting 

                        
                      

                       Deepak Kumar Das, FINAL, Financial Reporting-, 2014  

                    

                  

                  
                    
                      
                         He is one of the best teacher of Accounts.He made accounting standards so easy. 

                        
                      

                       Komal Khandelwal, FINAL, Financial Reporting-, 2010  

                    

                    
                      
                         He is the BEST teacher i have came accross in my life. In his class i never used to feel
                          that i was studying, it used to be a fun experience with true value addition. Thank You Sir
                        

                        
                      

                       SB, IPCC, Accounting-, Advanced Accounting-, Financial
                          Management-, 2009  

                    

                    
                      
                         Sudarshan Bhaiya is one such teacher i respect and inspire the most.. Even after i have
                          passed, i would still love to go and attend his classes for just his excellence he infuses in
                          his teaching. Thank you so much sir. 

                        
                      

                       CA Binay Kumar Mohata, FINAL, Financial Reporting-80, 2013 
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